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The between-classes sum of squares in a between-and-within classes analysis of 
variance has, under normality, a x2 distribution. Although •substantial mathematical 
machinery' (Stigler, 1984) ia often used in cla.ssroom derivation of this distribution, 
it can be avoided by using induction and independence properties of standard normal 
variables. This is the derivation given here - for unequal-subclass-numbers data. 
Independence of the between-and within-classes sums of squares is also shown. 
*On leave from Cornell University, Ithaca., N.Y., supported by a. U. S. Senior 
Scientist Award from the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung. 
1. Introduction 
Stigler (1984) points out, quite rightly, that •m introductory courses in mathematical 
statistics, the proof that the sample mean X and sample variance S2 are independent 
when one is sampling from normal populations is commonly deferred until substantial-
mathematical machinery has been developed•. Contrasting this, Stigler then gives a 
very nice proof for the one-sample case that requires understanding nothing more than 
normality and independence, together with the definition of a r variable as the sum 
of squares of independent and identically distributed standard normal variables. The 
sum of independent x2 variables being distributed as x2 ia also used. His method of 
proof, which relies on induction on sample size, is extended here to sums of squares 
in a one-way classification with unbalanced data (unequal subclass numbers data). 
It is in this situation, of the analysis of variance of unbalanced data, that Stigler's 
"substantial mathematical machine~ is, generally speaking, nowhere more evident, 
so that for teaching purposes there are great advantages in being able to avoid such 
complexities as is done here. 
For observations Yii for i = 1, ... ,a and j = I, ... , ns assume that observations 
having the same value of i (those in the i'th class) are identically distributed with a 
normal density having mean JJi and variance q'). Write this as 
(1) 
e and let this be true for each i = 1, ... ,a. Also assume that observations in each class 
are independent of those in every other class. Thus, using v(yi;) for the variance of 
Yii and cov(yi;, Yhll) for the covariance between Yii and Yhlu 
e. 
for all i, j and for all h, k except i = h with i = k. 
The sample mean of the observations in class i will be denoted by 
n; 
Yi = L, Ya;/ni. 
i=l 
We define (for subsequent convenience) partial sums of the n;-values: 
i ~ 
-'i = L, nt, and particularly .Sa = L, nt = n . . 
t=l C=l 
And the mean of all observations in all a classes will be denoted by 
a ~ a • n, 
ma = Y. = L, niYd L n; = L "•Yd -'a = L L Yi;/ "~ · 
i=l i=l i=l i=l i=l 
Then from (2), (3) and (5) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
cov(y,;, y1) = tr2 and, fori#: i', cov(yi, y,,) = 0; 
and, for i = 1, ... , CJ 
(7) 
(8) 
Four distributional results are taken aa known: (i) that normal vaiiables having 
sero covariance are independent; (ii) that linear combinations of normal variables are 
normally distributed; (iii) that ax% variable (having k degrees of freedom) is definable 
u the 81lD1 of squares of k i.i.d. normal standard variables; and (iv) that sums of 
independent x 2 variables are x 2 variables. These results are referred to frequently in 
what follows. 
We deal with between-class and within-class sums of squares defined for CJ classes 
G Cl 
B. = E Ri(Yi - mca):3 = L RiY~ - -'cam! (9) 
i=l i=l 
and 
Cl "' 
w. = E L(Yi; ~ yJl (10) 
i=l j=l 
with 
"' for wi = L(Yii- Yi)2 • (11) 
j=l 
2. Independence 
The independence of B. and w. stems directly from (i). Consider one of the terms 
in Bca of (9) that is squared, say y, - m.; and a similar term from w. of (10), say 
Yla;- y,.,. The covariance of these terms fori= his, from (7) and (8) 
cov(Yi - mea, Yij - Yi) 
= cov(yi, Yi;)- v(Yi)- cov(maYi;) + cov(m., Yi) 
= u2 (1/n;- 1/ni- 1/ 8ca + 1/ 8ca) 
= 0; 
and, similarly for i #: h, 
cov(Yi- ma, Yll.;- Y~a) = u2 (0- 0- 1/ "• + 1/ "•) = 0. 
Thus Yi - m0 and Yla; - Y1a have zero covariance and so, since by (ii) each of them is 
normally distributed, they are by (i) independent. Since this is so for all i, h and i it 
is true for every pair of terms that are squared, one in B. and one in W0 • Therefore 
B0 and W0 are independent. 
a. Induetlon 
e By induction on CJ we show that B4 /u2 - X~- 1 • The starling point is the case of 
CJ = 2. From (9) 
From (6) and (7) 
{12) 
and ao, under the hypothesis B: Pt = ~. {12) and {li) yield 
Yt - Y2- N[O, (nt + r12)a2/ntf12}. 
Therefore on defining g = V"trl2/(nt + 712)(y1 - y2 ), we have g - N(O, 1), and 801 
since ~/t72 = g2, (ill) gives ~/t72 - xl = X~-1 - Thu.e B./t72 - x!-1 ia certainly 
true for 4 = 2. With this as a base we now show that assuming Bo/r- X~-l yields 
s.+tft72 - x~; i.e., induction on 4 establishes that B./rr2- x! ia true generally. 
Relationahipa between m 0 and mo+h and B0 and B•+lt are needed that are 
exten.siol18 of well-known recurrence formulae for sample means and variances given in 
Searle (1983) and Stigler (1984). First, from (4) and (5) 
o+l 
mo+l = L RiYi/"o+l 
i=l 
and second, from (9) 
and on using (13) this is 
i. e., 
= (.!omo + fto+lYo+l)/("• + Rca+d 
= m. + "ca+l(Yca+l- mca)/"la+t; 
ca+l 
Bca+l = L RiY?- .!ca+lm!+l 
i=l 
Bca+l = Bca + 6 for 6 = (nca+l.!ca/.!ca+l)(Yca+l - mca)2 • 
Now Yca+l and m 4 are independent, and so 
Hence, under the hypothesis 
H: /Jl = /J'J = • • • = /Ja+l 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
Thus, just as in deriving ~/u2 - xf, we have 6/u2 - X~· Furthermore, B.= E~=l 
Ri(Yi - ma)2 and for i = 1, ... , a, cov(ji - m11, Ya+l - m.) = u2 (0 - 1/ "• - 0 + 1/ -'a) 
= 0. Therefore, since Yi- m11 and ~•+l- mea are by {li) normally distributed, they 
are by (i) independent. Therefore in (14) B. and 6 are independent; ~d so with 
Ba/u2 - X~-l and 6/u2 - x~, this independence means from (iv) that B.+1 fa2 
= Ba/u2 + 6/u2 - X~- 1+ 1 = X~· Thus is the X2 property of Ba proven, without 
recourse to any •substantial mathem.atical machinery•. · 
4. The within-cJaaa sum of square. 
The x 2 property of Wa can now be derived from that of Ba. Suppose that Ri = 1 
for i = 1, ... , a. Then B11 becomes E7=1 (Yi - y)2 for j = E~=1 Yi/a., and so by 
the immediately preceding result, E::1 (Yi - y)2 /u2 - X~-1 • A special case of this 
is wi of (II): W,fu2 = Ei~1 (Yii- Yi-.)2 /u2 - x~.-1· lienee, since the w,., are 
distributed independently, Wju2 = E:=1 Wi/u2 has, "by (iv), a x 2 distribution on 
E:= 1 ( Ri - 1) = n. - a degrees of freedom, i.e., W / u2 - X~. -a· 
5. Appllcation 
The ultimate application of these results is, of course, that under the hypothesis (15), 
which gives Ba/u2 - X~- 1 independently of Wa/u2 ,;, x~.-a, the ratio 
has the F-distribution on (a- 1) and (n.- a) degrees of freedom, and can be used as 
a test-statistic for the hypothesis (15). 
8. Extending Helmert's transformation 
In the simple case of Zi for i = 1, ... , n with Zi - i.i.d. N(O, u2 ), the X~- 1 distribution 
of S2fu2 = E:=1 (zi-zr~ /u2 can be derived using what is known (e.g., Lancaster,1972) 
as Heimerl's transformation: 
with 
and 
i 
Ui = L >.iJ z; for i = 2, ... , n 
j=l 
>.i; = 1/Vi(i -1) for j = 1,2, ... ,i -1, 
(16) 
It is then easily shown that the Ui of (16) are i.i_-t#. N{O, q2 ) anc:f tbat S.?_= 2:::2-ul;.. _____ _ 
then (iv) gives S2 fu2 _;-X~-;. - - .. -
I 
I 
I 
f 
~ 
with 
and 
An extension of (16) provides a eecond proof that Ba/t72 - X~-l· It uses 
i 
Zi = Lli;y1 fori= 2, ... ,o 
i=l 
tii = -Vfli$i-I/a;. 
(17) 
It can then be shown that v(z;) = ~ and cov(Zi, Z~£) = 0 for all i =F /& - 2,. ~.a; and 
that E:='J zl = B •. Hence the Zi are i.i.d. N(O, t72 ) and so B./ tS2 - xt .. 1 • 
In passing, observe that n; = 1 for all i reduces tii and tii of (17) to >.i] and >..-i 
respectively, of (16)- as one would expect. 
A final, matrix comment is not out of order: on defining tii = 0 for j = i + 1, ... , a 
and i = 2, ... , a, the resulting (a - 1) x a matrix T = { ti;} for i = 2, ... , a and 
j = 1, ... , a is related to a. more general"Helmerl-style matrix of Irwin (1942), quoted 
as B in (4) of Lancaster (1972). The relationship is 
where n' is the row vector [n, ... n.] and Dis the diagonal matrix of diagonal elements 
1/ V'&i, ... ' 1/ ..;n;. 
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